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This project brought together seven

structures from three countries (France,

Poland and Croatia) school partners

(Klesarska skola in Puscisca, Quintin

Professional School, Zespol Szkol in

Lubawa), associative partners (French-

Polish Association Côtes d'Armor Warmia

and Mazury of Saint Brieuc, Memory of

Saint Thelo) and local public organizations

(Franco-Polish Center of Olsztyn and the

ethnographic ecomuseum of Olsztynek).

This project was a part of a bilateral

cooperation initiative established by

agreements between the Department of

Côtes d'Armor and the Warmian-Masurian

Voivodeship in Poland. It was also part of a

cooperation agreement between the

Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship and the

Dalmatian region in Croatia. 

These three partner territories are rooted

in a rich legacy of a heritage built from the

two materials - wood and stone that have

shaped their history and landscape,

marking the ingenuity and cultural richness

of their creators. This heritage is currently

an important asset for the economic and

social attractiveness of these territories. 

Our goal was to enable partner

organizations in three territories to

network, increase their capacity to

operate at the transnational level and

share and compare ideas, practices and

working methods. 

The skills required for these trades are

based on the know-how of the history and

traditions of professional woodworking

and stone techniques.

Summary of the project
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"Stone and wood- two materials of traditional habitat, two materials of
artistic expression" 

PARTICIPANTS & OBJECTIVES



Through this project, we built the acquisition of

this traditional know-how by offering participants

a panel of professional training in line with

companies creating jobs in the wood and building

trades. This enriched a course of academic

training towards jobs in heritage restoration

companies. Our goal was also to reconcile

students with Art and the cultural heritage that

surrounds them. 

We wanted to highlight this small rural heritage,

often forgotten, absent in tourist guides, away

from main trails and paths and to transmit this

love to younger generations. Another goal was to

promote exchanges between countries on good

practices of protection and enhancement of

heritage. 

The project was aimed at young people in the

second grade and in CAP, aged 15-17 (born in

2003 - 2005), some of whom have fewer

opportunities for different reasons. The other

actors of this project were trainers and teachers

of the professional disciplines of wood and

building trades, teachers of applied art, language

and high school documenters and teachers in

charge of ICT Information Technology and

Technology. Communication. 3D technology

teachers using modelling programs. The cultural

animators and mediators of the partner Museums. 

The language of exchanges was English for all

project partners. 
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During the project, the joint restoration took place through three international projects

of small rural heritage and the collective creation of three artistic works combining

two emblematic materials of the three territories: the stone (Granite Breton and stone

Brač) and wood. The planned immersion camps also were an opportunity to organize

operations in each territory to promote the cultural heritage built (conferences,

exhibitions, films). The Partner Museums organised the exhibition venues available to

the general public. 

The methodology employed initiates the adoption of new pedagogical practices to

develop cross-curricular competencies between the professional disciplines of the

wood and stone trades and applied art disciplines to meet the needs of

disadvantaged groups and take into account the differences in learning outcomes

related to geographical and socioeconomic disparities. The partners were at the

antipodes East-West and South of Europe. 
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The results of this project were disseminated through the exhibition of the joint works

produced and exhibited in the three territories during event renditions and in the

Partner Museums. A conference  was organized at each exhibition to promote this

work. 

In the long term, we hope to sensitise young people to the problem of local heritage

by giving practical tools to build the Europe of tomorrow. We hope to give them the

tools to achieve better integration into the labour market. We hope that this project

has helped to develop new partnerships for organisations like ours, located in rural

areas, but capable of working in a European dimension.



In line with its objectives, the project has

developed in each partner territory around

the following sectoral priorities:

HORIZONTAL: It allowed the young actors

and their trainers to become aware of the

social and educational value of the Breton,

Croatian and Warmia Mazurian cultural

heritages. It has given rise to professional

vocations which will be materialised by the

creation of jobs in the field of

maintenance and restoration of the built

heritage in territories which are seeking to

enhance this heritage, which is recognised

in European labelling programmes and is a

vector of economic growth and social

cohesion.

At the level of VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

AND TRAINING, the project has established

sustainable partnerships to further develop

national, regional and sectoral

organisations for skills competitions. The

experience has been a great exchange of 

of experience, sharing of know-how in the

wood and stone trades. 

This experience will be perpetuated by

setting up practical training sessions

between the establishments and also by

sharing a network of addresses of

companies likely to receive trainees within

the framework of their specialities.

At the level of SCHOOL EDUCATION: The

experience of mobility of young people in

Croatia and in Brittany, of sharing a

common work site, of discovering cultural

elements linked to the heritage of stone

and wood has revitalised the appetite for

learning and for continuing the training

courses. It has been an effective remedy

against early school leaving and has

warded off the problems faced by

disadvantaged pupils. 

In return for their experience, these

students were valued in the image they

gave of their training, they acquired

greater self-confidence in the knowledge

that they had acquired as a result of this

experience, not only in professional terms

but also in artistic terms and in terms of

their general culture. 

A word from the President of
ACAWM as the project leader
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Jean Jacques Philip
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   The complication in the organisation of transport and reception logistics during    

  The dates in the course schedule were exceeded. The time allowed for the       

In return for their experience, these students were valued in the image they gave of their

training, they acquired greater self-confidence in the knowledge that they had acquired

as a result of this experience, not only in professional terms but also in artistic terms and in

terms of their general culture. In their curriculum vitae, this enrichment of knowledge and

skills acquired during this Erasmus project will be a strong added value in their job search.

They had a strong experience that impacted their personality. It had two impacts:

A revelatory experience through the change of scenery generated by the mobility.

An experience of acquiring knowledge and know-how transmitted by a quality human

framework made up of trainers recognised in their specialised fields and adults

representing the partner associations.

This convergence of adult educators, professionals and voluntary associations around the

project has generated a global and inclusive education approach, the most powerful

weapon to change the world according to Mendela.

The major difficulty was the management of the health situation which impacted on the

project in at least two ways:

        the course in Cotes d'Armor, an outlying region. The coordinators were always 

        The coordinators have always been concerned not to expose the young people 

        and adults to the risk of contamination. This resulted in transport and 

        accommodation logistics that exceeded exceeded the planned budgets.

       organisation of the last practical course in Poland could not be could not be  

       met.

Despite this setback, which was beyond the control of the project partners, we can state

that our objectives were achieved.

The result of this project was the creation of a common artefact made of the three

emblematic materials of the three partner countries: white stone from Brač, Breton granite

and wood from Warmia Mazury. This artefact represents a Triskel, a universal symbol of

water, earth and fire.



The association Cotes d'Armor Cotes d'Armor Warmia and Mazury (ACAWM)

partner of the Council Departmental Cotes d'Armor by an agreement, has the

mission of developing fraternity by implementing bilateral cooperation projects

and exchanges between the region of Warmia and Mazury (Poland) and the

Côtes d'Armor department (France). This cooperation falls within a framework of

decentralized cooperation between the Cotes d'Armor department and its Polish

equivalent the Office of Marchal in Warmia and Masuria.

Projects are developed in several areas: education, youth, sport, culture and

historical memory, integration of Polish newcomers to Côtes d'Armor. The

association works on the setting up of twinnings with the Franco-Polish Center of

Olsztyn (the capital of the Warmia and Mazury Region) and the Friendship

Association: organisation of exchanges between families.

The association also supports other structures and schools in the Cotes d’Armor

department in order to submit European projects. The association is made up of

an employee and a network of 50 voluntary members of the structure, including

16 who are part of the Board of Directors.

The strategic partnership project between the Franco-Polish-Croatian partners

is in line with the objectives of the ACAWM and its day-to-day work.

Presentation of the structures in
the project 
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THE ASSOCIATION COTES D'ARMOR COTES D'ARMOR WARMIA AND MAZURY
(ACAWM)
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JEAN MONNET PROFESSIONAL 
SCHOOL QUINTIN

The Lycée Jean Monnet is a vocational

training establishment. They work with

wood and stone. They  work with local

construction companies. They  are used to

establishing cooperations with companies

or associations for the renovation of the

heritage (outdoor renovation site).

Their students are used to sharing their skills

with each other: the woodworkers present

their work to the stonecutters. They work

together on projects.  

They are a small structure with

structure with 20 teachers. Each of them

has been involved in a project at one time

or another: vocational education in stone

or wood, general education in science,

general education in geography and

history to make the link with Europe and the

local heritage, English language learning to

facilitate partnerships and exchanges... (e-

twining for example).

They are also accompanied by a language

inspector to build the project because we 

 because they are beginners.

The added value is their competence in the

field of built heritage.  Their students are

aware of all constructions and are eager to

discover other practices. They live in a city

with a strong heritage enhancement

connotation, because Quintin is a city

Character. 

They must also promote exchanges and

promote European partnerships for the

mobility of our pupils, cultural openness,

tolerance and the discovery of other ways

of functioning.

The LP Jean Monnet of Quintin is a small

structure located 20 km south of Saint

Brieuc, in the Côtes d'Armor. They have 20

teachers and 120 students. They offer two

CAPs: Masonry and Stone Cutting (the only

one in the public sector in Brittany); and

three Professional Baccalaureates:

Sustainable Building Construction Trades

(Masonry),Carpentry, and Wood

Construction Technician (the only one in the

public sector in the department). As a result

of their course in our school, some students

continue their training in BTS, or find a job

in the nearby sector.

The students come from towns and villages

less than 50km away.

Half of our students come from

disadvantaged social and professional

backgrounds, which is why it was important

to involve them in the project in order to

encourage their success at school
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THE ASSOCIATION MEMORY IN RESIDENCE

The association “Memory in residence”

founded in July 2007, aims to create

solidarity between the individuals. It works

for the enhancement of cultural heritage,

ancient and contemporary, in harmony with

the Maison des Toiles and the linen route.

The association contributes to the

safeguarding and enhancement of cultural

heritage. It creates partnerships and sets

up events to highlight, promote and bring

this heritage to life. The association also

oversees schools interested in the discovery

of flax, the history of the golden age of

Textile Brittany (exhibitions, guided tours).

It manages the Maison des Toiles de St

Thélo (3500-5000 annual visitors) devoted

to the cultural and historical heritage of

Brittany.

In this project the association was involved

in:

1) The definition of the restoration site of

the small rural heritage in the municipality

of St Thélo

2) the setting up of exhibitions in the Côtes

d'Armor

3) the supervision of schoolchildren

interested in the components of the project

4) the encouragement of associations,

professionals and social and economic

players in the territory

5) exchanges related to this project,

between France, Poland and Croatia

The resource persons - Jacques Aubert and

Claire Aubert as well as the network of

volunteers worked hand in hand with the

partners of this project. This made it

possible to take a step towards an

European opening.
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The Franco-Polish Center Côtes d’Armor –

Warmie Mazury was created in 1993. It is a

regional cultural and educational

institution. Its missions relate to the

development of the local democracy and

the promotion of the idea of   a united

Europe. The activity of the FP Center is

based on the promotion of French culture

and language. The center has a library, an

exhibition hall, offers cultural events

(Journées Francophonie and French

Culture, Brittany Days, film screenings,

meetings), educational (competitions,

activities for schoolchildren) and

associations (in cooperation with

Association of Friends of France and

Brittany “Friendship”). An important part of

the activity of the institution are the French

courses, addressed to the public of all ages

(from 6 years old), organized within the

Center, but also in schools. The FP Center

accompanies implementation of initiatives

aimed at the development of Franco-Polish

cooperation, and above all regional,

between the department of Côtes d'Armor

and the region of Warmia Mazury, carried

out by schools, non-governmental

organizations, cultural institutions. The

center also organizes literary evenings and

conferences devoted to European subjects.

The program of the Center is addressed to

children, young people and adults of

Olsztyn and Warmia Masuria. 

At the Franco-Polish Center, there are 5

permanent employees. In addition, for the

school year, FLE teachers are hired

(including a native), as well as an EVS

volunteer. The VT Center cooperates with

schools in Olsztyn and the region, with

associations, cultural centers and libraries,

thanks to which its network of partners is

very large. The FP Center team has

experience in organizing cultural and

educational events, local and international.

The role of the PF Center in the

organization of exchanges and stays was

multiple: the recruitment of young people

and supervisors, the technical and logistical

organization (transport, development of

theprogram of stay, formal and

documentary questions, insurance,

etc.).Their institution is well experienced in

the organization of stays and meetings of

young people.

Since 2018, the Center has coordinated the

project “Stalag – living and dying in a

German camp forprisoners of war during

the 2nd World War” carried out in

cooperation with German and French

partners, ensuring the coordination of

actions, travel, international youth and

adult meetings.

THE FRANCO-POLISH CENTER CÔTES D’ARMOR
– WARMIA MASURIA
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MUSEUM OF PEOPLE'S CONSTRUCTION -
ETHNOGRAPHIC PARK IN OLSZTYNEK

After the war, the Architect of Buildings of

the Olsztyn Voivodeship directly took care

of this museum complex. In 1962, the

Ethnographic Park was established, and in

1969 it was transformed into an

independent cultural center. Since 1998,

the Museum has become the cultural center

of the Municipality of the Voivodeship of

Warmia and Mazury. Territory: 93 ha,

including 35 ha Ethnographic Park.

Museum offers theoretical courses for young

school children on the cultural heritage of

the region and practical courses in our

museum with original wooden architectural

objects in the field of conservation. The

framework of the work was defined with

our curator. We planned to work on the

subject of windmills. In this project we had

a plan to implement a mix of theory lessons,

field trips and practical lessons, where in

the theory module participants would

familiarise themselves with the history of

windmills in Warmia and Mazury, discuss

the types of windmills, present the current

state of conservation of windmills in the

region. Field trip would serve as a

springboard to visit selected windmills,

discussion on the state of preservation.

Practical lessons were planed for building

a model of one of the windmills using

regional materials: stone, wood and brick. 

Museum of People's Construction -

Ethnographic Park in Olsztyne is one of the

largest and oldest open-air museums in

Poland. It had its origins in 1909, when the

municipality of Königsberg (now

Kaliningrad) decided to create the museum

of folk architecture on the territory of

Königsberg Zoo Park. At that time, 24

copies of 18th-19th century folk wooden

houses from the territory of Warmia,

Masuria, Vistula (Powisle) region and Little

Lithuania were reconstructed. In 1937, it

was decided to move the constructions

from Königsberg to Olsztynek. The

translocation took place in the years 1938-

1942. Currently there are 12 constructions

of folk architecture of this period, among

others: the Lithuanian ensemble, the

Evangelical church in Rychnowo, the

porticoed folk house in Burdajny, the

Bielica forge. During World War II the

construction equipment was destroyed. 
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LUBAWA SCHOOL GROUP

Lubawa School Group - (High School,

Economic School, Electrical Technical

School, Agricultural school, agricultural

technical school, industrial school 1st

degree, including students preparing for

carpentry professions, etc.)

Number of students: about 800

Number of teachers: about 60

Organisation of the school complex: two

school buildings and workshops - used as

for electricians, school practices for the

technical school and the industrial school.

Completely equipped: cabinets for

learning professional subjects for

electricians, 4 computer rooms, 3D printer.

computer rooms, 3D printer. Numerous

classrooms equipped with interactive

boards, projectors and projectors and

computers. A boarding school with 30

places. The large gymnasium and the new

sports field.

In the field of internships for students, the

school cooperates with IKEA INDUSTRY,

SZYNAKA FURNITURE, ORISTO and the

Guild of Craftsmen and Employers, i.e.

local entrepreneurs and craftsmen.

The students of the group of schools in

Lubawa come from the town or

municipality of Lubawa or from

neighbouring municipalities: Ostróda,

Nowe Miasto, Grodziczno, Dąbrówno,

Iława. 

Stone and Wood mobilities within the

framework of European projects allowed

our students opportunities to learn about

other cultures, helped in raising awareness

and appreciating of the local cultural

heritage. These projects prepare a future

citizen for activities in relation to the rest

of Europe, and the countries where they

have already been to.

The strong cooperation between the school

and local companies such as IKEA was an

added value to this project as the pupils

were also able to discover new

professional environments, tools, production

machinery, organisation, business rules, ...

Furthermore, we wanted to bring

cooperation with the companies which,

once sensitised, will be able to join in the

protection of local heritage. 

Within the school, the close-knit team of

teachers who have been working together

for years contributed to the success of the

smooth running of the project. The team

was made up of the vocational trainers,

teachers of general subjects, arts and

languages under the direction of Mrs Kinga

Zedlewska.
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THE KLESARSKA ŠKOLA IN PUČIŠĆA 

If the stonemason technicians have less

practical work, they mainly deal with

organisation of work in the workshop and

on the building site. After the final state

examination they can continue at university,

mainly in Civil Engineering, Architecture, or

Art Academy and similar other similar

activities.

In the practical work, the hand chiselling is

based on the ancient Roman school of

stone cutting with classical tools. The

teachers are highly qualified professionals

in all kinds of stonemasonry work. In the

school's workshop they mainly use stones

(lime) from local quarries. The school

organises the traditional gathering of

international trade professionals in the

stone sector entitled "Symposium on the

excavation, treatment, use and restoration

of stone". The school publishes the journal

"Stone Masonry and Building" to discuss

and exchange knowledge that impacts on

archaeology, history and art building,

conservation and protection of cultural

heritage, excavation technology, geology,

sculpture, design in stone construction etc.

Klesarska skola participated in:

- work on the stone heritage in the

workshop and on the site

- work on stone embedded in the building,

limited to situations without scaffolding

- participated in dissemination and

management tasks.

The Klesarska škola stonemasonry school in

Pučišća on the island of Brač is the only

specialized stonemasonry school in the

in the Republic of Croatia. The training is

provided by 22 teachers, including two

construction engineers, a mechanical

engineer and a licensed sculptor. It was

founded on January 5, 1909. The main

emphasis in the school curriculum is on

manual stone cutting mainly executed with

hand-forged tools. The school offers two

programs: a three-year program for

professional stonemasons and a four-year

program for stonemason technicians.

The stonemasons have a lot of practical

work and after three years at the school,

they can take the senior craftsman's

examination. 



Individual & group educational
work done in schools in France

and Croatia
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GROUP WORK - TRISKELE

the Celtic gods : Lug, Ogme and Dagda

the stages of life: childhood, adulthood

and old age

time: past, present, future

for the Celtic Christians: the Holy Trinity

There are different interpretations of the

meaning of the Triskel.

There are different discussions about its

true meaning. The most common one is that

the three spiral branches that characterise

it evoke water, earth and fire. 

As such it was a perfect subject for our

project. We built our triskele using 3 very

distinctive materials characteristic for each

area involved - French granite, Polish wood

and white stone from Brač. Like 3 arms of

triskele that came together in our work, so

did the friendships and exchange of

experience.

Other ther versions of Triskele symbolism

exist too:

This Celtic symbol is very present in

Brittany, Ireland or Galicia in Scotland.

A symbol as old as the world, here is the

meaning of the Triskel. It is part of the Celtic

culture. 

The Triskel is not a historically Breton

symbol. Though its history is closely linked to

the origins of Brittany. To trace its origins

we need to go back to the Neolithic period

and head for Ireland to find the first

appearances of the Triskel. At the same

time, the Celtic symbol was found on

megalithic temples on the Isle of Man.

Many historians state that the Triskele, or

Triple Spiral is the oldest symbol of

spirituality.

The name comes from the Greek words "Tri"

and "Skelos," which, when translated to

English, mean "three legs."
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Educational group work in Saint
Thélo
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Students'  feedback
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I told my mother that my eyes are like
cameras all the time

Sir, this morning we opened the shutter in our
room, the most amazing thing, we have a
terrace with a view of the sea and the

mountains, it's magical 

In my opinion atmosphere was amazing
everybody were felling like he is in his own
house. Every student and teacher were very

kind to each other.

I expected something very different, reality
was better than my expectetions!



Students'  feedback
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Thank You for making this project for us.
This is one of that things which could not

happen again! 

The best thing was the opportunity to get to
know other people's cultures and
environment, so I could learn a lot. 

It was very cool, we had something to do
all the time, there was no time for

boredom.

The work went very well for us, we all tried to
do it as well as possible. And the teachers and
students of this school gave us the knowledge

as much as they could.



Students'  feedback
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I am very happy and grateful that I was
able to take part in the project. I really
appreciate it. I was able to see beautiful
places, meet people from other countries
and learn new things about stone. I learned
the history of the Croatian school. Amazing

experience!

It was better than I expected. I experienced
a lot in just a couple of days. The project and
the country made a really good impression

on me. 

 I am so happy of being a part of
Erasmus+ project. I have learned much in
my manual and speaking skills. I visited so
beautiful places. I have met so many kind

and friendly people. 



Students'  feedback
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I expected great adventures, great people
and getting to know new things. It turned

out that it was so.

It was an amazing adventure for me. 

In my opinion, the educational part of the
project went well because local students
were well prepared to show their routines
which was satisfying. The second thing is
sightseeing. We were able to visit the most
interesting places with local tour guide.




